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The Necromancer 
 
The Necromancer has found that good help is dead help. Less back-talk and cowardice. More power over 
the stuff of life and death itself. 
 
Inherent—Magnificent Corruption 
• You can learn necromantic talents. Also, upon leveling, you can use your bonus Attribute point to buy 

a Death Talent for created undead instead of an Attribute point. You can also choose to lose 1 point of 
Charm or Brawn per level to gain an additional Attribute point or Death Talent as your corrupting 
power weakens your meaty frame and your humanity itself. 

 
Limitation—Blasphemous 
• You corrupt the natural order of life and death, introducing the energies of death into corpses or the 

spirits of the dead in a profoundly offensive and invasive manner. Your power comes at the expense 
of manners, good taste, decency, and in most cases, integration into society. Plus, you smell kind of 
rotten, and have to use perfumes even if you bathe frequently, just to get that spicy mummified smell. 

 
Levels Starting Equipment Attribute +/- Experience 

1st   Dabbler 
2nd  Blasphemer 
3rd   Puppetmaster 
4th   Dark Master 

Book of the Dead, staff, dagger, 
perfume, dark robes, pouch of 
medicines. 
 
Starting Coin: 1d10 gold, 1d12 
silver. 

Up to 5: -2 
6-8: -1 
9-11: 0 

12-13: +1 
14-15: +2 
16-17: +3 
18-19: +4 

20: +5

      
      

Awesome Points 
used. 
 
Party levels up 
when everyone has 
spent 12 AP. 

 
Available Talents 
 
Commitment controls undead. You can control 1 wound of undead per Commitment rating at a time. 
Automatic for stupid or automated undead, opposed Commitment for others (who are +1 per wound.) 
 
• Raise Minion. Constant ability, focus action. Raise a skeleton or corpse as a minion to serve you. 

It lasts until destroyed, but is stupid and without initiative. Up to 1 minion per Commitment rating 
can be raised between periods of rest. Corpses must be in your arena for this talent to be used. By 
spending 1 Awesome Point for each after the first, multiples can be raised at once, up to 1 per your 
Commitment bonus.  

 
• Raise Guard. Once per arena, focus action. Raise a skeleton or corpse as a guard to serve you. It 

lasts until destroyed, and has minimal intelligence. You can assign it 1 known Death Talent per 
Commitment bonus, at the cost of 2 Awesome Points each.  

 
• Raise Monster. Rested.  Compile a golem of corpses (1 per health level minimum) or a bigger 

carcass to serve as an undead monster. It can have a number of wounds equal to your Commitment 
bonus x3, and takes 10 minutes to animate it per wound box. The monster can be granted up to 1 
Death Talent per your Commitment bonus. 
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• Life and Death. Rested, focus action. Drain 1 wound to replenish 1 wound. The source of wounds is 
any target that is touched, and the receiver of healing is any target that is touched. You can drain 
undead to heal yourself or others, or drain others to heal yourself or undead or another living target. 
You can also drain 1 wound from a living sentient to erase 1 year of aging damage in yourself. 

 
• Incorporealize. Rested, focus action. You can create undead out of lingering powerful emotions of 

someone who died, or from cremated ashes. You no longer need intact corpses. This talent modifies 
the “Raise” talents, it does not function on its own. 

o Incorporeal undead can only be struck by a blow “to the face” or magic, and can only be 
injured by magic weapons or spells. They can move through solid objects. When they strike, 
they do 1 wound as death energy is infused into a living system. They can fly 2 arenas a 
round if they choose. 

 
Alternative Adventuring Goals 
1. Revive the culture that revered the God of Death and his high priesthood, necromancers. Get respect. 
2. Join the court of the local ruler when he finds he needs your undead to bolster his weak armies. 
3. He insulted you; drain the church’s leader to death to bolster your age, to accept his apology. 
4. There are a thousand secrets whispering in the skulls of the [local catacomb]. Get through security. 
5. You command great power, but still she does not know you are alive. Woo her, gain her love. 
6. All these arena fodder you can make—gain fame running a gladiatorial arena, and get stupid rich. 
7. Take on apprentices, and found an order of necromancers—named after you, of course. 
8. Your dream castle is occupied by an annoyingly cheerful noble. Haunt it, and inherit when they leave. 
9. Research has shown at least 2 grimores with further death magic. Increase versatility with knowledge. 
10. Murder the jerks who pushed you around as a kid, animate their corpses, and get appropriate revenge. 
 

Death Talents 
 
These talents are learned by the necromancer, but their only use is to infuse them into the raised undead. 
The necromancer can gain 1 instead of an Attribute bonus upon leveling, and upon leveling can lower 
Brawn or Charm by 1 to gain another. 
 
• Compelled to Answer. Rested. The undead will answer 1 question per the raising necromancer’s 

Commitment bonus. It can only lie if it beats the necromancer’s Commitment with its Cunning roll, 
generally at no bonus. It can only answer questions that the corpse’s owner knew in life. It can answer 
questions for 1 day per the raising necromancer’s Commitment bonus. 

 
• Disguised. Constant ability. Appears to be alive, if distracted and withdrawn. An Awareness test in 

the same arena, or at -2 from an adjacent arena, identifies the ruse. This can only be cast on fresh 
corpses, less than a day dead. 

 
• Life Drainer. Once per arena, focus action. If it gnaws at or punctures and drains or uses some other 

method to pull life out of a target as a focus action, the target loses 2 wounds and the undead gains 1. 
 
• Mighty. Constant ability. Counts as +2 to Brawn tests, and does an extra wound in combat. 
 
• Paralyzer. Once per arena. If it touches a target with a hand or appendage, not a weapon, the target 

must test Commitment or be immobilized for about a minute, unconscious and vulnerable. 
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• Rest. Rested. It can lay down and pretend to be dead, activating at a signal from the controller or 
when some set condition is met. If it rests more than an hour, all wounds are healed. 

 
• Stench. Constant ability. Those in melee range must pass a Commitment test at -2 or be -2 on all rolls 

while in proximity, and for a minute afterwards. 
 
• Terrifying. Once per arena. Its horror is unveiled for a moment, and all living beings in the arena 

must test Commitment or flee. 
 
• Tough. Constant ability. It can ignore the first wound dealt by any attack. 
 
• Weaponized. Constant ability. Choose one appropriate weapon type, and the undead is either armed 

with a weapon of that type or is physically modified to function as though armed with such a weapon. 


